
Minutes of the York Wednesday Wheelers Committee Meeting 
Date: 13th September 2021 
Time: 2pm 
Place: Bridge Rd, Bishopthorpe 
 
Present: Dave Bean, Keith Benton, Louise Chamings, Patrick Hollier, Phil Sapsford, Adrian Setter 
Absent: None 
 
Phil and Louise were welcomed onto the committee as Chairperson and Welfare Officer respectively 
 
Minutes of the previous meeting held on the 23rd May 2021 were accepted 
 

Agenda Items 
1. Christmas Lunch 
Phil S provided Christmas menus within the desired price range from two venues, Burn Hall (Huby) and 
Tykes (Flaxton). 
Preferred dates would be the 8th or 15th December. Tykes was chosen as the preferred venue, Burn Hall 
had been used for a number of years and a change was thought desirable. 
Committee decided to keep the cost to members of a three course meal at £25 with the outstanding 
balance subsidised from Club funds. 
Attendance and menu choices would be recorded on individual forms issued to members with payments 
made to Keith B. 
Date for returning forms to be confirmed with chosen venue. 
Action Phil S  
 
 
2. AGM action Item 8: Appointment of an Auditor 
Andy Chamings to continue as auditor of Club finances. Cycling UK rules allow a club member to act as auditor 
provided they are not related to the club Treasurer. 
 
3. AGM action Item 10: Proposal 2.  
An email clarifying differences between the four Wednesday rides to be sent to members: 
Ride 1 – average speed 12-14 mph, summer rides 75-100 miles, winter rides 50-65 miles with no elevenses during 
the winter. 
Ride 2 & 3 – average speed 11-12 mph, summer rides 70-100 miles; winter rides 40-65 miles, cafe stops for 
elevenses and lunch.  
Ride 4 – average speed 10-12 mph, summer rides 50-60 miles, winter rides 40-50 miles, cafe stops for elevenses and 
lunch.  
Action Dave B 
 
 
4. AGM action Item 10: Proposals 3 & 7. 
Proposals 3 and 7 were considered together. 
Eamon P currently organises a Friday picnic ride of speed and distance suitable for prospective members. Committee 
proposed that Eamon be asked to consider opening up the Friday picnic ride to new riders thereby contributing to 
the Club objective of promoting cycling in York and developing the membership. 
Action Patrick H 
 
Developing club membership and gender balance through introductory weekend rides had been raised by members 
of Group 1 at the AGM. Initially Ride 1 regulars would be asked to develop this further. To avoid a conflict of interest 
with local member clubs Patrick H had contacted Sally Raines (York CTC) who subsequently offered to support 
introductory rides and suggested a collaborative approach between the two clubs. 
Action Patrick H 
 



Louise C asked if the photographs used on the web page headers could be changed to better reflect the inclusive 
nature of the Wednesday Wheelers. 
Action Adrian S 
 
5. AGM action Item 10: Proposal 8.  
An email will be sent to all club members requesting support in leading rides. 
Ride 1 has Murray WB, Adrian S, Martyn A, and Patrick H registered as leaders with Cycling UK  
Prospective ride leaders could use the guidance from Cycling UK as a basis for understanding the role of leader. 
Louise C suggested members interested in leading could buddy up with a ride leader on a number of rides to observe 
what is involved. 
An initial rides programme of 4 weeks duration to be produced including a combined lunch stop for all ride groups 
meeting at Fridaythorpe on the 22nd September. 
Club members to be asked for feedback after the rides programme had been in operation for several weeks. 
Action Dave B 
 
A Promotions Officer who could manage the Wednesday Wheelers social media presence was considered desirable; 
Robert W to be asked in the first instance. 
Action Patrick H 

 
6. AGM action Item 10: Proposal 9 
Dave B proposed providing support documentation for ride leaders to include a rides database composed of 
distance, route profile, route description, gpx file, direction of travel, a gazetteer of points of interest. 
Action Dave B 
 

7. Any Other Business 
Cost and storage capacity of club photographs on ‘Flickr’ to be reviewed. 
 Action Adrian S/Dave B 
 
The utility of ‘Mailchimp’ software for club registration and email circulations to be reviewed. 
 Action Andrew M, Adrian S, Patrick H 
 
Change to club Bank Account signatories, Keith B and Derek B retained, Phil S and Patrick H to be added. 
 Action Keith B 
 
Dave B noted that the ‘Bikehike’ route mapping software was no longer available. ‘Plotaroute’ was suggested as a 
preferred alternative to develop a Wednesday Wheelers routes database. 
Action Dave B 
 

8. Date of next meeting 
 
Next Committee meeting to be held early in 2022 after feedback from members on the rides programme, format 

and leading has been collated. 

 


